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Why are the Flemish 
universities not in the 
vanguard of teaching, 
as they so often are in 
research? 
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Updating the drivers 

• Funding imperatives  

– Check that funding mechanisms use viable costing and investment 
models for technology-based teaching  

– Change funding to be dependent on the quality of teaching  

• Students’ needs and skills  
– Check HE responds to student diversity by using assistive technology 

for special needs, and online technology for flexible access 

– Check HE makes  use of students’ increasing digital skills and helps 
them develop the skills of digital learning 

• Career aims and opportunities  
– Change the standards expected and rewards for teaching excellence 

to make them dependent on effective use of learning technology  

– Reward the personal motivation of the academics who wish to 
redesign and improve their teaching 

 



Updating the enablers 

• Teacher professional development  
– Create continuing professional development opportunities to 

update skills and knowledge of learning technology 

• Communities of practice  
– Build mechanisms to support exchange of teaching ideas  

– Promote new pedagogies for using digital technology 

– Create opportunities for peer review of innovative practice 

• Shareable resources 
– Promote access to OERs and learning design tools 

– Reduce the costs of innovation 

– Enable teachers to build on each other’s work 
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   Teaching as a design science 

Building learning technology knowledge 

Question:  
What is the 
teaching design 
equivalent of the 
journal paper?  

Answer: 
A learning 
design that can 
be reviewed, 
adapted, 
improved, 
published, 
reused… 



Collaborative learning for teachers? 



MOOCs and Myths 

• “content is free” 

– but education is not the delivery of content;  

– the content of courses must be carefully curated  

– student activities must be carefully orchestrated  

• “students can support each other” 

– But relying on peer support and assessment does 
not provide an undergraduate education 

– education is not a mass customer industry, it’s a 
personal client industry 

 



The MOOC as undergraduate education 

MOOCs: Higher Education’s Digital Moment? 2013: UUK 

85% 
have 
degrees 

Is this how we learn to provide UG education on the massive scale? 
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The MOOC as professional development 

Not for undergraduates 

Enrolled participants 

89% 
have 
degrees 

Coursera average 
IOE-UNESCO MOOC 



MOOCs and Myths 

>9000 
teachers 

registered,  
174 countries 

https://www.coursera.org/course/ictinprimary  

A MOOC for professional development 

https://www.coursera.org/course/ictinprimary
https://www.coursera.org/course/ictinprimary


Curating and orchestrating resources and activities 

Study guide defines 
activities as Core or 

Optional and duration 

Study guide 
sequences and 

orchestrates work 
with resources and 

tools linked to forums 

Building a personal 
portfolio in their 
Course Journal 



Padlet: sharing ideas on computational thinking 

http://padlet.com/wall/ho8667b77501 

http://padlet.com/wall/ho8667b77501


Testing the pedagogy 
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I like to have a guided sequence because 
it's as if the instructor is there guiding you 

I like to have a guided sequence because it 
gives an idea of how long each activity is … 

I like to have a guided sequence because it 
helps you get more out of the MOOC 

I prefer not to have a guided sequence 
because then I feel that I can do things in … 

I prefer not to have a guided sequence 
because it's less complicated 

I prefer not to have a guided sequence 
because you always know what you have … 

On this MOOC, each week had a sequence of timed activities to guide 
you through the work. Please indicate which statements you agree 

with below: 

On this MOOC, each week had a guided sequence of timed activities.  
Please indicate which statements you agree with below: 

Post course evaluation survey 
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Diigo to share resources 

Suggestions relating to the Course … 

Padlet wall to share ideas 

Receiving a peer review from … 

The Learning Designer tool 

Activities that built on previous … 

Assessments/assignments 

Discussion Forums 

The community of participants 

Activities being listed clearly as … 

Course videos 

Doing a peer review for another … 

How useful were these elements of the course material? 

Peer reviewing Collaboration activities 



Comparison with other ULIA MOOCs 
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Much higher level of engagement in forums, due to 
• Cohort 
• Study guide 



How good was it? 
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Did not suffer from low production values 
Benefitted from homogeneous peer group 



Problems for which MOOCs are a solution 

MOOCs work well for collaborative 
professional development 
 
MOOCs can support online collaborative 
learning to professionalise teachers as 
learning designers at scale 



HE lecturers sharing learning designs 

3. This week: Criteria for guiding designs and feedback 
 
• How to share your design with others 
• How to select a design to review 
• How to provide a review for a design 

http://www.coursesites.com/s/_LDC  

Teachers build on each 
others’ learning 

designs, adapt, share, 
review, redesign, 

publish… 

http://www.coursesites.com/s/_LDC


Does it work? Post-survey 

I developed new ideas and had valuable insights about 
my teaching practice prompted by 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 

… feedback I received on my 
design  

… the process of reviewing a 
learning design 

… creating a learning design in the 
Learning Designer  

Highly applicable 

Fairly applicable 

Not Very applicable 

Not at all applicable 

Can’t say 



Professionalising teaching 



A redistribution of teaching activity? 

From To more 

Original design and 
preparation of all 
learning activities and 
resources 

Collaboration on evidence-based development 

Specialist original innovative design 

Generalist re-design of activities and resources 

Presentation Tutor-based individual guidance 

Tutor-based group guidance 

 
Summative assessment Peer-based formative assessment 

Automated formative assessment 

 
Administration Professional development 

Teaching evaluation with learning analytics 
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Imagining alternative distributions of teacher time 
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BL distribution will prioritise:  
specialist original design; 
generalist adoption; 
collaboration;  
more guidance;  
professional development 

Conventional distribution 
is an average, with wide 
variations across 
individuals, departments 
and sectors 



Modelling teaching costs and learning 
benefits 
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run of the course 
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learning 

experience 

Modelling teaching costs and learning benefits 



Pie chart shows 
proportion of learning 
types in the selected 

activity 

Reusing or defining learning activities 



Estimating teacher time for runs 1, 2 and 3 

How many 
teacher hours 
to prepare? 

How many 
student learning 
hours per week? 

Does it all have to 
be done by the 

higher cost staff? 

How many teacher 
hours to support each 
student/group/class? 



Modelling teaching costs and learning benefits 

To achieve the learning benefits, 
it is likely that Blended Learning 
will change: 
• the distribution of teaching 

activities 
• the pattern of the teaching 

workload 

It is essential that this is well 
understood and planned for by 
• Academic staff 
• Heads of department 
• The finance department 
• The senior managers 



The financial value of MOOCs 

Business model 

Cost   

Income    

 

Additional students? 
  

 

Marketing?  
   

Cui bono?   
   

 

$30,000 

  $1,000  

(from $49 – Coursera cut – ULIP cut) 

3 @ $12000 pa  

- marginal profit? – No-one knows 
 

No-one knows anything 

 

Highly qualified professionals being 
educated for free 

 



Thinking about Blended Learning 
Summary 

 The drivers and enablers of innovation for blended 

learning  

 Building the academic community’s knowledge of 

blended learning 

 The MOOC as professional development 

 Professionalising teaching 

Modelling the teaching costs and learning benefits 

for blended learning 

- Need to be updated 

 

             - Model the process for scientific knowledge 

  - A good solution 

                 - Essential for our future 

 

       - Essential for academics and institutions 


